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Security

Occupational Health

Psychological support

Ergonomy

Industrial hygiene

= multiple risk analysis !

The employer shall take the necessary measures to b uild :

� Risk analysis

� Prevention plan

� Measures of individual and collective protection

� Provide information and training to workers

Law on Well-being at Work 4/8/1996 
Council Directive  89/391/EEC

Necessary measures in five areas :
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The entire company should be able to use prevention counselors  
licensed in these 5 areas

or : it has internal advisors

or : it uses an external service (specification + c ontract)

Every company with < 20 workers must be completely managed by a n 
external service

Every company with > 20 workers must have an internal pr evention
auditor (trained) and join an external service for t he skills they do not 
have internally.

Very large companies can have all 5 competences int ernaly.

How should organize the company

Security
Occupational Health
Psychological support
Ergonomy
Industrial hygiene
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How should the prevention service be organised

It has to support the employer in both domains :

Risk management (Management = engineer)

Occupational health   occupational doctors
Workplace safety
Industrial Hygiene
Psychosocial aspects of work
Ergonomics

Medical supervision ( Management = doctor )

Medical examinations (individual monitoring and man -work interaction)
occupational doctors
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Evolution of the prevention services

Former law: + / - 70 business services

New law of 1996: 22 preventive services on 1/1/2000

Today: 12 external prevention services

Approval every 5 years

ISO 9001

Competition + +

���� lack of prevention advisors (doctors!)

���� ''shopping companies for the choice of service''

Security
Occupational Health
Psychological support
Ergonomy
Industrial hygiene
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Based on the number of employees subject to medical  surveillance

The more subjects, the more recipes!

The contribution consists of an amount for medical surveillance and an 
amount to achieve the mission of risk management

the ratio is 85% MS and 15% RM therefore medical supervision remains 
a priority as it is more manageable ( lack of doctors and examinations 
unjustified mass)

If this amount is consumed, in-house services charg e (per hour)

Fierce competition between services that offer credit-time unreasonably to   
keep or make a new customer (dumping)

Problems related to the method of financing the 
prevention services:

= Contribution per worker
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Cotisations

Subjected / year   120€

Subjected  3 or 5 years   
40€ or 24€
Non-subjected       17€

Surcharge Risk analysis 103€

Total workers : 2,8.10 6

52%

29 %

18%
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Contracts between the company and the prevention se rvice 
ends on 31/12 after at least six months of notice p eriod

Initial goal: to encourage people to provide the ri ght service in 
order to keep the trust of their affiliates = ok

The company denouncing the contract before the 30/6  is free to 
choose six months later and puts pressure on servic es and 
especially the price!

- Outsourcing relationships, trust is broken

- Companies are in permanent disaffiliation (high pr essure!)

Notice of disaffiliation amended in 2009:
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The concept of multidisciplinary established by the  belgian
Law on the Well-being is a good thing but in practi ce ....

While the law states that it is risk analysis to ju stify or not 
the medical examination, '' automatic'' periodic me dical 
examination remains the main activity of the servic e!

The shortage of doctors impacts on the fact that al l 
required tests (not always justified) are not reali zed!

Problems related to the working processes of the 
prevention services :
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Law and Orders states that health surveillance shou ld 
enable the doctors to promote work opportunities fo r everyone 
but:

Where to find the time to do examinations with a re al added 
value ?

Return to work, 

Interviews before back to work, 

Search for a suitable job ! 

What about tracking of precarious workers?

Problems related to the working processes of the 
prevention services :
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A new financial methodology

replace the contribution per worker by promoting br oader 
envelope followed by a comprehensive prevention pla n for 
business and / or industry and providing a better b alance between 
medical supervision and risk analysis

Give the doctor the means to organize an adapted an d   
dynamic medical supervision 

( review the concept of  ''subjected'' and'' non-subj ected'')

What can we expect?
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A reallocation of tasks :

Better delegation of tasks to qualified assistants and 
paramedics depending on the type of risk

Increased presence on the workplace and monthly par ity 
prevention meetings

What can we expect?
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Develop and manage e-health in prevention services

Standardize the IT platform on which services work

���� Prevent data loss when transferring from one service  to another

Allow development of workable public data health

Impose the management a consistent and available pr ofessional 
anamnesis

Eg post career follow up !

What can we expect?
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Belgium has developed an original concept of multid isciplinarity
The services are tailored accordingly (hiring of pr evention experts) but 
continued to operate under the stereotype of old in tercompany 
services (competition and medical examinations)

We must break this unflexible stereotype to allow pr evention experts to 
let this multidisciplinary evolve within companies.

���� musculoskeletal disorders , stress at work and organisa tion of 
work, new risks (nanotechnologies ) 

‘’ National Strategy for Well-Being at Work 2008-20 12’’

The occupational doctors should not the executive o f a volume of 
medical examination but be a health expert at work who contributes to 
this multidisciplinary

Conclusion


